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; . United States Rural Washington
Department Electrifica' ion D.C.
of Agriculture Administration 20250

a.UG 2 81989

Mr. Cecil O. Thomas [O- 424 Af

Chief, Policy Development and Technical
Support Staff

Programs Management, Policy Development
and Analysis Staff

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555 ,

Dear Mr. Thomas:

Subject: Oglethorpe Power Corporation
(A Generation and Transmission Cooperative)
("Oglethorpe") Allegations of Non-Compliance
With Antitrust License Conditions,
Docket No. 50-424A

As an attorney in the Office of the General Counsel,
,

Electric and Telephone Division, United States Department of

Agriculture, I have counseled the Rural Electrification I

Administration ("REA") regarding the Commission's Notice of ;

Finding of No Significant Antitrust Changes in connection with

the operating license for Unit 2 of the Vogtle Electric

Generating Plant (Docket No. 50-424A). The REA, as more fully

described below, has been the principal source of financial

assistance for Oglethorpe's acquisition of an ownership interest

in various power generating facilities, including Plant Vogtle

and the Georgia Integrated Transmission System ("ITS") at issue.

Therefore, the REA has a significant interest in Oglethorpe's

|
| rights with respect to the ITS. Accordingly, I respectfully

submit, on behalf of the REA, this statement of REA's interests.
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I. Oglethorpe's Immediate Ability to Use the ITS Would Help

Further the Public Policy Interests Served by the Rural

Electrification Program

(A) The REA Has a Considerable Interest and Stake in

Oglethorpe'e Ability to Use and Rights With Respect to

the ITS

The Rural Electrification Act of 1936 (7 U.S.C. S 901 et

seq.) (the "RE Act") , which established the REA, was " designed to

carry into effect a governmental policy by means of which the

benefits of electrical energy and accompanying electrical

facilities might be made readily available, as they had not,

hitherto, been so made available, to individuals in rural areas.

It was designed to remedy a deficiency in the life and economy of

the rural population of the nation." Kansas City Power & Light

Co. v. McKay, 115 F. Supp. 402, 410 (D.D.C. 1953). The ultimate

purpose of the rural electrification program is to assure an

adequate and reliable source of electric energy to farmers and

other persons living and producing goods in rural areas across

America. See Dairyland Power Coop. v. Brennan, 82 H.W. 2d 56, 65

(Minn. 1957). Further, it is well established that this national

policy interest of extending electric service to rural America

includes the furnishing of electricity at rates comparable to

those paid in nonrural areas. Distribution cooperatives

developed their own generation and transmission systems, such as

._ . _ . __ __ _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . . - _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ -
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-Oglethorpe, in order to secure a source of power more reliable

and at wholesale rates more reasonable than that which would be 4

provided by non-cooperative power suppliers.

Section 301 of the RE Act (*1 U.S.C. S 931) establishes an

account in the Treasury called the Rural Electrification and

Telephone Revolving Fund (the " Fund"). The Fund's assets are

used to make advances on loans (Section 302 of the RE Act, 7

U.S.C. S 932). Additional uses of the Fund include the making of

payments necessitated by defaults on loans guaranteed by the REA

or on REA loans which have been sold and payments due on loans to

the REA from Treasury (M. ) . Payments of principal and interest

on REA loans then " revolve" back into the Fund. (Section 301 of

the RE Act, 7 U.S.C. S 931). In addition, the Fund's assets

include all notes and mortgages executed under REA's loan program

or the proceeds from the sales thereof, undisbursed balances of

REA loans and appropriations made by Congress for interest

subsidies and losses (Id.).

The United States of America, acting through the

Administrator of the REA, has guaranteed loans to Oglethorpe

totalling over $5 billion which provided the financing for

Oglethorpe's acquisition of an ownership interest in various

power generating facilities, including the Vogtle and Hatch

nuclear plants and the related transmission lines and facilities

here at issue. These loans were made to accomplish the purposes

_ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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of the RE Act, in making electricity available to rural areas;

and the repayment of the loans is assisted by assuring the

economic viability of Oglethorpe as a competitive bulk power

supplier to its members and others. Thus, the REA has a

considerable interest and stake in Oglethorpe's ability to use

and rights with respect to the ITS.

Specifically, the United States, through the REA, has

guaranteed loans in the amount of $513,082,000 to finance

Oglethorpe's 30 percent ownership interest in Plant Hatch Units 1

and 2 and Plant Waneley Units 1 and 2; $684,354,000 to finance

Oglethorpe's 60 percent ownership interest in Plant Scherer Units

1 and 2; $822,606,000 to finance Oglethorpe's 30 percent

ownership interest in Plant Vogtle Units 1 and 2; $1,800,000,000

to finance cost overruns associated with Plants Hatch, Wausley,

Scherer and Vogtle plus certain miscellaneous facilities;

$721,000,000 to finance Oglethorpe's continued participation in

Plant Vogtle; and $706,780,000 to finance Oglethorpe's

approximate 76 percent ownership interest in the Rocky Mountain

pumped storage hydroelectric generating plant. Also, the United

States, through the REA, has guaranteed loans totalling over $170

million to be used solely for the acquisition of transmission

lines and facilities. Finally, the United States, through the

REA, has made direct loans to Oglethorpe for the acquisition of

transmission lines and facilities totalling over $26 million.

. . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ -
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. Georgia' Power Company's activities in restricting;

1'
'

Oglethorpe's access to or use of the'ITS frustrate the important

national policies addressed by the RE Act--access' by rural

Americans to an adequate and reliable source of electric energy j

at competitive rates, Oglethorpe was created and provided with.a-

substantial amount of REA financial assistance to- promote

precisely these goals. The Settlement Agreement and License were-

|- intended to ensure that Oglethorpe would have the ability to

compete with Georgia Power Company ("GPC") as a bulk power

supplier. Such competition is completely consistent with REA's

goals and mission. Absent the ITS access guaranteed by the

Settlement Agreement and License, ,GPC would have the freedom to

exercise monopoly power to the detriment of Oglethorpe, thereby

frustrating the purposes of the RE Act and resurrecting the

original antitrust concerns the Settlement Agreement and License

L were designed to eliminate.

In light of REA' s congressionally mandated goal--the

assurance of an adequate and reliable source of electric energy

to farmers and others in rural areas, at rates comparable to

and in light of its particularthose paid in nonrural areas --

interest in the ITS, REA believes that its views should be

accorded significant weight in these proceedings. The Commission

should interpret the License in a manner consistent with national

policies on competition and rural electrification.

I

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ -___ m
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(B) Ability of Oglethorpe to Compete With GPC For Wheeling

Transactions.

Oglethorpe has been presented with opportunities to wheel

power for, among others, REA-financed utilities serving rural

areas in Alabama (Alabama Electric Cooperative, Inc.) and Florida

(Seminole Electric Cooperative, Inc. (" Seminole")). Such

transactions are not only consistent with, but further REA goals

by strengthening rural electric cooperatives financially while,
1
' at the same time, often opening up to rural communities an

additional source of competitively priced electricity. However,

regardless of the fact that Oglethorpe has paid GPC a fair price

for its investment in the ITS, GPC's interpretation of License

paragraph 5 (b) has, with one exception, prevented Oglethorpe from

entering into these beneficial wheeling transactions. As a
1

result, the original antitrust concerns identified by Justice as

requiring a cure have not been remedied as intended.

Oglethorpe's right to immediate access to the ITS should

therefore be confirmed and clarified to accord with the original
1

' intent of the Settlement Agreement and License. If necessary,

the License should be r:odified to confirm this intent and ensure

I that the intended transmission access is in fact accorded.

In its filings, GPC has failed to present any policy

interests to be served by its anticompetitive position which

forces utilities needing power wheeled through Georgia to use its

- _- ________- -_ - _ _ __ -
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services. In a letter to Oglethorpe dated May 8, 1989 (attached

to Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker's May 24, 1989 filing at tab

15), GPC noted that payments received from the Southeastern Power

Administration ("SEPA") for its wheeling services "will cover all

of Georgia Power's costs and will make a contribution toward the

recovery of the fixed costs of Georgia Power's service, which
,

will provide a net benefit to Georgia Power's utility customers".

However, there is no legitimste reason why GPC's customers should

benefit from wheeling transactions instead of those of

Oglethorpe. This is a particularly valid point when one

considers that the affirmation cf Oglethorpe's ability to compete

with GPC for wheeling arrangements would help further the public

policy interests served by the rural electrification program.

Oglethorpe estimates that if it purchased 200 megawatts of

power from Big Rivers Electric Corporation (" Big Rivers") and

sold it to a Floride, utility, it would generate a positive cash

flow of approximately $15,000,000. In addition, Oglethorpe

recently has offered to wheel power for SEPA to the Alabr.ma

border at a monthly rate of $1.14 per kW. Because Oglethorpe's
1

costs are $1.07 per kW, Oglethorpe would generate a positive cash

flow, based on the amount of energy SEPA wants wheeled, of about

$128,000 annually. This ensh flow, as well as that created by
|
1 other wheeling transactions, would improve Oglethorpe's ability

to maintain and/or upgrade its system, thereby ensuring a more

1

_ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ - - - - _ _ _ _ - _ _ - - _ _ . _ -
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!.~ . efficient and reliable source of. electricity for the rural areas

,' t serves. In . addition, . the positive cash flow generated byi|E

whueling would ' benefit Oglethorpe's consumers both directly and

indirectly, for example, in the form of more competitive rates.

(During 1988, the average Oglethorpe member system residential

rate was ' $0.0728 per kWh, while GPC's average residential. rate

was only $0.0709 per kWh.) Further, the- cash flow generated

would improve Oglethorpe's ability to repay, .when due, its

outstanding REA direct loans and its loans from other creditors

guaranteed by the REA. As a result, the financial integrity.of'

the Fund would be maintained, permitting the REA to continue to

provide financia'l assistance to rural utilities across America.

Also, . Congress has declared, as a national policy, that " rural

electric and telephone systems should be encouraged and assisted

to develop their resources and ability to achieve the financial

strength needed to enable them to satisfy their credit needs from

their own financial organizations and dther sources at reasonable

rates and terms consistent with the loan applicant's ability to

pay and achievement of the [RE] Act's objectives" (7 U.S.C.

S930). Therefore, enabling Oglethorpe to compete with GPC for

wheeling transactions would further the policy of placing

Oglethorpe in a better position to operate without the need for

Government-subsidized funding.

_ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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In addition, the benefits to an REA-financed utility which

could arrange to have either Oglethorpe or GPC wheel power for it

would help further the interests of the rural electrification

program. Competition between Oglethorpe and GPC would enable a
i

utility desiring wheeling services to cut its power supply costs.

As a result, the benefitting REA-financed utility would be better

capable of (1) providing an efficient, reliable and competitively

priced source of electricity to the rural areas it serves; (2)

repaying its outstanding REA direct and guaranteed loans, thereby

helping to maintain the financial integrity of the Fund; and (3)

satisfying its future credit needs at reasonable rates and terms

from a source other than the REA. In addition, the potential for

supplying energy requirements through purchases of power at a

cost less than that which would otherwise be possible might cause

an REA-financed utility, such as Seminole, to defer or drop its

plans to meet its supply needs by undertaking a risky and

expensive investment in additional generating facilities.

Therefore, the wheeling arrangements that were intended to be

f acilitated by the Settlement Agreement's and License's grant of

immediate access to the ITS are crucial to REA's goal of ensuring

rural customers an adequate, reliable and competitively priced

source of electricity and to maintain and strengthen the

financial position of those utilities receiving REA financial

_ _ - -
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| assistance and serving rural areas in the southeastern United
|

' States.

.

(C). Ability of Oglethorpe to Receive An Immediate PR Tariff

Credit for Purchases of Powcr From Utilities Other Than

GPC

Under the Settlement' Agreement and License, Oglethorpe is

entitled to use the ITS for all purposes, including the trans-

mission of power purchased from an out-of-state utility. However,

GPC-insists that the PR Tariff M gr.i!Jes Oglethorpe to provide it
1.

L two years advance notice befort. Oglethorpe can receive a credit
1
1'

| for purchases from other suppliers. This position creates an-

extreme. hardship for Oglethorpe because it eliminates most if not.
\

| all of the savings Oglethorpe could benefit from during the first

two years of a power purchase agreement. Application of this

l'
| anticompetitive position is especially unjust because Oglethorpe
|
'

never agreed to obligate itself to provide GPC advance notice ot

! .its power purchases. Further, GPC's position limits the ability
1

of REA-financed utilities to obtain the benefits of coordination.

For example, GPC's position limits the ability of a cooperative

having excess power to sell that power to other cooperatives for

the benefit of rural consumers in other places.

In its filings, GPC has failed to recite a policy interest

to be served by the imposition of this burdensome restriction on

Oglethorpe's ability to purchase power from another utility. GPC

_ . _ _ _ _ _
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is ~ not arguing that it has excess energy which cannot be. sold

| other than to Oglethorpe nor is GPC claiming that causing

Oglethorpe to' purchase power only from it is necessary due to

technical or engineering constraints. Its refusal to provide

Oglethorpe an immediate PR Tariff credit benefits GPC's

shareholders and, arguably, its consumers. However, there is no

legitimate reason why ' the sales of power to Oglethorpe should.

benefit GPC's shareholders and consumers instead of those of

another utility. Moreover, lifting this. advance notice require-

ment, which has been imposed upon Oglethorpe against its will,

would help further the public policy interests served by the

rural electrification program.

For example, Oglethorpe has - been negotiating an agreement

whereby it would purchase 200 megawatts of firm capacity and

associated energy from Big Rivers for at least three years. If

Oglethorpe received an immediate PR Tariff credit it would

realize net savings over three years totalling approximately

$39,000,000. However, if Oglethorpe did not receive a PR Tariff

credit until the third contract year, its net savings would only

total about $1,400,000.

Likewise, Big Rivers, an REA-financed utility having excess

capacity and energy, would benefit from this proposed sale to

Oglethorpe. Further, the amount of benefits received by Big

Rivers is directly affected by Oglethorpe's ability to receive a

___-________ _ - -
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PR Tariff credit. Under the terms of the power sale purchase

agreement as currently negotiated, the cost per kilowatt per

month to ' Oglethorpe is S .52 during the first contract year, $

.52 during the second contract year if Oglethorpe does not

receive a credit from GPC under the PR Tariff and $1.08 if they

do, and- $2.10 during the third contract year. ' Assuming

oglethorpe purchases 200 megawatts of capacity and energy each

contract year, Big Rivers estimates that it will receive a margin

over its fuel costs of about $6 million for the first contract

year, $8 million for the second contract year if oglethorpe does

not receive a PR Tariff credit and $9 million if it does, and $13

million for the third contract year

Because Oglethorpe's ability to receive a PR Tariff credit

hess a substantial impact on the amount of savings received by

Oglethorpe and margine received by Big Rivers, it, in turn,

affects the -ability of both of those REA-financed utilities to

(1) provide an efficient, reliable and competitively priced

source of electricity to the rural areas they serve; (2) repay

their outstanding REA direct and guaranteed loans, thereby

helping to maintain the financial integrity of the Fund; and (3)

satisfy their future credit needs at reasonable rates and terms

from a source other than the REA. As a result, the interests

served by the rural electrification program in both Georgia and

Kentucky would be furthered by Oglethorpe's ability to receive a

,

. . _ _ _ _ __. ____.___ _ __ _ ___
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PR Tariff. credit. Also, Oglethorpe-has been negotiating a power

purchase arrangement with Cajun Electric Power Cooperative

(" Cajun"), an REA-financed utility having excess energy. A PR

1
| Tariff credit would facilitate the consummation of this
|
.

transaction, thereby furthering the interests of the rural

electrification program in Louisiana. Moreover, if 'Oglethorpe

could utilize the ITS to sell power purchased from Big Rivers,

| ' Cajun or another supplier to Seminole, the interests of the rural

electrification program in Florida would be furthered in the ways

described in subsection (B) above. Accordingly, Oglethorpe's

ability to receive an immediate PR Tariff credit and to utilize

the ITS for off-system transactions _could ~ ffect rurala
,

electrification throughout the southeastern United States.

II. GPC's Position Violates the Sherman Antitrust Act of 1890

In addition to violating the License and Settlement

Agreement, as discussed above, Georgia Power's narrow interpre-

tation of Oglethorpe's ITS access rights also violates the

Sherman Antitrust Act of 1890, 15 U.S.C. S 1 et_ seg. (the

"Sherman Act"). Section 2 of the Sherman Act provides as

follows:

Every person who shall monopolize, or attempt to monopolize,
or combine or conspire with any other person or persons, to
monopolize any part of the trade or commerce among the
several States, or with foreign nations, shall be deemed
guilty of a felony ....

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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It is well established that the offense of monopolizing under
.

section 2 of the Sherman Act has two elements: (1) the

possession of " monopoly power" in the relevant product and

geographic market; and (2) the " willful acquisition or

maintenance of that power as distinguished from growth or

development as a consequence of a superior product, business

acumen, or historical accident." U.S. v. Grinnell Corp., 384 U.S.

563, 570-71 (1966); Borough of Lansdale v. Philadelphia Elec. Co.

692 F.2d 307, 311 (3d Cir. 1982).

With respect to the first element, " monopoly power" has been

defined as the power to control prices or exclude competition.

U.S. v. E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Corp., 351 U.S. 377, 391

(1956); Byars v. Bluff City News Co., Inc., 683 F.2d 381, 982

(6th Cir. 19b2). In Grinnell the Supreme Court determined that

"[t]he existence of [ monopoly) power ordinarily may be inferred

from the predominant share of the market In the present....

case, 87% of [the market] leaves no doubt that the ... defendants

have monopoly power ...." (384 U.S. at 571). In Byars the court

determined that "[w]here, as here, an entity controls 90 percent

of the relevant market, a finding of monopoly power has been

deemed conclusive".

GPC claims that License paragraph 5 (b) contains what it has

termed a "self-sufficiency requirement" whereby the ITS may be

utilized by Oglethorpe for off-system transactions only if

- .. . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ l
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Oglethorpe has met all of its load requirements either through

ownership of generating facilities or from contractual commit-

ments for the purchase of power. This position has the effect of

excluding Oglethorpe from competing with GPC for wheeling
|

transactions and off-system sales thereby giving GPC " monopoly

power". Solely as a result of GPC's position, GPC and Southern

Company have benefitted from virtually 100 percent of the markets

of wheeling power through Georgia to other southeastern states

and selling power to Florida utilities. This nearly exclusive
|

| control amounts to conclusive evidence of GPC's " monopoly power".

Furthermore, the essential facility doctrine, also called

the bottleneck principle, provides that "where facilities cannot

practicably be duplicated by would-be competitors, those in

possession of them must allow them to be shared on fair terms.

It is an illegal restraint of trade to foreclose the scarce

facility." Hecht v. Pro-Football, Inc., 570 F.2d 982, 992 (D.C.

Cir. 1977). This doctrine has been invoked to cause firms

controlling an essential facility, such as the ITS here at issue,

to make that facility available on non-discriminatory terms. See,

e.g., United States v. Terminal R.R. Ass'n., 224 U.S. 383 (1912);

Byars, supra.

Case law has established four elements in establishing
i

liability under the essential facilities doctrine: " (1) . !
!
!

control of the essential facility by a monopolist; (2). a

1

1

- _ _ - _ _ _ -
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competitor's inability to duplicate the essential facility; (3).

the denial of the use of the facility to a competitor; and (4).

the feasibility of providing the facility." MCI Communications

v. Am. Tel. and Tel. Co., 708 F.2d 1081, 1133 (7th Cir. 1983),

cert. den., 464 U.S. 891 (1983).

GPC's position concerning Oglethorpe's ability to use the

ITS clearly satisfies each of the above elements. Use of the ITS

is essential to Oglethorpe's ability to compete with GPC for off-

system transactions. Further, the ITS cannot be duplicated

because regulatory authorization could not be obtained for such

an uneconomical venture. Additionally, it would not be

economically feasible for Oglethorpe to duplicate the ITS.

Moreover, it is beyond doubt that Oglethorpe could feasibly

utilize the ITS on an equal basis with GPC. No legitimate

business or technical reason has been presented by GPC for its

denial of Oglethorpe's ITS rights. Accordingly, GPC's position

constitutes an act of monopolization.

Oglethorpe's inability to use the ITS is highly analogous to

the facts presented in Otter Tail Power Co. v. United States, 331

F.Supp. 54 (D. Minn. 1971), aff'd, 410 U.S. 366 (1973). In Otter

Tail, various municipalities sought to compete with an electric

utility by building their own retail distribution systems. Otter

Tail Power Company, however, refused either to sell wholesale

power or to transmit power purchased from other sources to the

._ - - - _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ -
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municipalities. The . district court, which was' upheld on appeal

by_the Pupreme Court, expressly found the essential' facilities or

: bottleneck principle to-be applicable, 331 F. Supp. at 61, and

held . Otter Tail's refusal to sell or wheel power to violate-.

section 2 of the Sherman Act.

With -respect to the second element of a monopolization

offense, 'GPC and Southern Company unquestionably have obtained

and maintained their " monopoly power" through willful actions and

not as . a result' of a " superior product, business acumen orI

historical accident". Oglethorpe's inability to compete with GPC

for off-system transactions is solely a result of GPC's position

concerning .Oglethorpe's rights with respect to the ITS.

Oglethorpe has been ready, willing and able to enter .into

wheeling- and power sales arrangements but has had several

transactions thwarted by its inability, due to GPC's position, to

assure potential- customers of its ability to use the ITS.

Clearly, GPC has deliberately conducted itself in a way so as to

exclude Oglethorpe from the market.

In its filings, GPC has not cited any legitimate reasons for

excluding Oglethorpe from the market for off-system transactions,
|
' a market which undoubtedly can support more than one participant.

On the. other hand, lifting the barrier imposed by GPC to

j. Oglethorpe's ability to compete would serve several important

social functions. First, competition generally causes prices to

_- __ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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drop. Second, competition would encourage and stimulate more

efficient electricity production and distribution. For example,
|

| lower wheeling costs caused by competition between Oglethorpe and
I

GPC might make out-of-state power. purchases a more attractive

alternative to the costly and expensive undertaking of

constructing an additional generating facility. Also, lower

wheeling coste would make it more likely for a utility having

excess power, such as Big Rivers, to sell that power. Finally,

competition between Oglethorpe and GPC would help further the

public policy interests served by the rural electrification

program in the ways discussed above at section I.

| Should the Commission have any questions or desire any

additional information, please let me know. My office telephone

number is 447-2398.

Respectfully submitted,

.

4
Arthur D. Rubin, Attorney
Office of the General Counsel
Electric and Telephone Division
United States Department of

Agriculture
for the Rural Electrification

Administration

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _


